
Add：5511,Miyaura
Omishima

☎ ：0897-72-8530
Open :8:30～16:00
Off：Wednesdays

Tsukishiro
Café

Murakami Iseido ( see page 21) runs 
this café.  It’s quite near to Oyamazumi
Shrine.  You can take a good rest over  
nice coffee and sweets such as cheese 
cake, lemon cake and Mishima-Manju
during your tour.  Sweets are ready to go. 

Add：3324-8,Miyaura
Omishima

☎ ：0897-82-0638
Open：11:30～16:30
Off：Wed. & Thurs.

DAISHIN
Restaurant

The owner of this restaurant is a 
member of “The Team Shimanami Wild 
Boar Utilization” ( see page 37 ), and he 
offers the meat of wild boars he himself 
shot and cooked.   The meat here won 
the first prize in  “ All Japan Wild Boar 
Festival in Gifu Pref.” in 2017.   You can 
enjoy delicious wild bore hamburg steak 
here.

Add：3324-8
Miyaura Omishima

☎ ：0897-82-0638
Open：10:00～15:00
Off  ：Sat. & Sun.

Sazanami café 

You can communicate 
with the members of  
“Sazanami-Enn( A local 
workshop for people with 
disabilities)” here.  The 
interior was designed by 
MAYA･MAXX( A painter 
from Imabari city), local 
architects, and the 
students of Kanagawa 
(Omishima high school 
make chairs.  Sazanami

Add：7395-2, Munakata
Omishima

☎ ：0897-83-1558
Open：11:00～17:00
Off   ：Wed.& Thurs.

Bubuka (歩歩海）

Café-Restaurant 

They use a lot of fresh local 
vegetables and  original yeast.     
So you can enjoy delicious lunch, 
and sandwiches with fresh bread 
here.  The ocean view from the 
windows are really wonderful.  
This was named with the wish to 
have a slow and steady “walk(歩)” 
with the view of the “sea(海).” 

Add：5717, Seto
Kamaiura

☎ ：0897-87-2788
Open：11:00～16:00

Only WeekendsPIT IN

Farmer’s
Restaurant

Farmers run this café.
A lot of Fresh 
vegetables they 
produced without any 
chemicals are used.
Tetsuro Degawa and 
Takashi Sorimachi
( Both are famous TV 
personalities ) came 
here in 2019. 

You can enjoy a
dessert such as
fresh oranges.

Add：5792,Inokuchi Kamiura

☎ ：0897-72-8320
Open：11:30～18:00
Off   ：Sun.～Wed.

Marumado
Bakery

They sell both soft and 
hard bread, using local 
vegetables, fruits, nuts, 
eggs, and original yeast.  
They are going to try to 
make various kinds of 
bread from now on.  So 
we must never take our 
eyes off their bread.

Add：2342, Seto Kamiura

☎ ：0897-87-2131
Open：11:00～17:00
Off   ：Tues. & Fri.Limone

Shop of Local Citrus Products & Liqueur

They sell liqueurs, juices, sweets 
or soaps produced with the local 
citrus fruits. The citrus fruits are 
chemical-free and homemade, so 
they all are friendly not only to the 
environment but also to ourselves.
Don’t miss the products here!

★There are hammocks 
on the second floor.

★Which bread should I have? 

★So many kinds…♪

★You can find this
restaurant easily.

★Fashinable !

★ Fresh and nice smell !

3373 Café

University.  We
students) helped 
means a “ripple.”


